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Xavier Bettel

"I don't want tobe judged by my popularity"
Prime Minister in an exclusive interview with The Pupils ' Voice.
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Xavier Bettel combined humour with politics during his
visit to the European School in February. For a good long
hour, the Prime Minister discussed the financial and
political situation of Luxembourg and its position in
Europe.
ls leaving the European Union a good choice? And what
can foreigners do to improve jntegration with the locals?

Getting Us Horne
Being Hpmeless

A Young Scientific Hero

Concentration Camps

Editorial

Freedom of the Press
Let's Talk About Sex
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"We ate slugs to stay alive"
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Media

These were all questions asked by the students. Mr Bettel
took his time answering each individual one, and even
though his answers were a little superficial at times,
gained the attention of the audience. The Pupils' Voice
met him for an interview after his speech. Hear all about
Mr Bettel's hate for physics, opinion about not being able
to speak Luxembourgish and getting a Starbucks store to
open up in the Grand Duchy. Read on page 2

As World War II is a major topic in the school's history course, The Pupils ' Voice decided to dig deeper
into the past and interview someone that had experienced it. Maria Louise ten Broek survived a Japanese
concentration camp on the tropical island of Java, Indonesia. She told us her story. Read on page 12
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Xavier Bettel: "We Are Europe"
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A few weeks back I met a boy in school
in a wheelchair. I saw him struggling, and
offered to hold open the door for him. I asked him if
he had had been involved in an accident "I have
cancer," he replied. Those words struck me so hard.
He explained that he - had been treated but the
medicine that had been used made his bones weak.
In 2 years, he'II be able to walk again. He smiled
throughout our small chat, sent out positive energy
in a !arge radius. I have so much respect for this
young man. He is the perfect example of showing
that everything is possible.
The new year has only been running for as little as
two months and already we have witnessed both
moments of magical wonder and grief. The team sat
down together to brainstorm, listen to each others'
opinions and note down ideas. We now have the
pleasure shartng them with you in this first edition of
2015.
In February we had the pleasure to welcome the
country's Prime Minister Xavier Bettel. He gave an
extended speech in our Salle de Fetes conceming
Luxembourg's economic and financial situation and
took his time answering our questions. He is an
inspirational man. lt turns out he was not a graduate
of our school (as Wikipedia suggests), but the The
Pupils' Voice was still very keen to get to know him
better anyway. Your newspaper met him backstage
for an exclusive interview.
Our school is hosting Eurosport this March. Thirty
top players from each individual European School
will travel to Luxembourg to compete in various
sports in the Coque. Also our sports team has been
carefully selected. lt will be three days of cheering
for us students to ensure we get the first prize. May
the best school win!
Our Luxembourg section has some interesting
vartety in this edition. One of our journalists got to
know a Serbian homeless person and was told a
rollercoaster story of how he ended up living on the
streets. Living without a roof above your head is
tough and maybe next time you see a homeless
person crack a smile - this may make their day. We
also interviewed Giovanni, a bus drtver, to talk about
his experience with night shifts - and kids in the back
withguns.
The attacks on the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo
in January have made our jaws drop open. lt on~e
again shows that freedom of the press 1s sadly still
not being respected by some. Who is to blame? The
Muslim religion or not? Could it have been
prevented? And while this was going on, Boko Har~m
slaughtered 200 civilians in Nigeria, not even ma1?ng
the news until several days Iater. Our Journahsts
have many opinions about freedom of speech and
you will find our views and thoughts spread across
this paper.

The Pupils' Voice received an open Ietter in February
and was asked to place it in this edition. Its writer
takes a deep Iook at our sexual education at the
European School - and suggests it is insufficient. The
editortal board made the decision to place this article
in as it addresses some sertous points, despite some
readers not finding it suitable for this newspaper.
I hope you'II enjoy this edition. lf you have any
thoughts you'd like to share with us, you can send us
your Reader Mailand be featured in the next issue.
newspaper.euroschool@gmail.com
Yours Sincerely,
Josh oudendijk
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The Pupi/s' Committee also had the opportunlty to meet the Prime Minister in private.
"I don't care how this works." Mr Bettel grabs a
napkin and drops it in midair. ''I'm sick of physics.
Why does this napkin fall? What forces are acting
on it? I'm really not interested," he jokes. We
wanted to know if he had been a good student
during his school years. "Weil," he hesitates,
repositioning himself in his chair. "I was very
involved in everything at school, but I wasn't
always the best in the dass. I often found out I had
a test the day before, yet I always managed to get
myselfthrough."

arriving at the border he found th_e gates to be
Iocked. The security guards told h1m they were
watching a football game on TV, and he wou!d have
to wait until after the game before entermg the
country. This would be unimaginable tod~y. "It's
like driving from Trier or Arlon and not bemg able
to enter Luxembourg."

Mr Bettel also discussed Luxembourg's current
financial and political situation. ",,Mir welle bleiwe
wat mir sinn, mais mir welle net stoe bleiwe, wou
mir sinn." In other words: Luxembourg wants to
Xavier Bettel arrived in a packed Salle de Fetes on move forward. The occasional words in
February 9th. After correcting the director with a Luxembourgish were not understood by a !arge
wink that her announcement had been incorrect, percentage of students, and this also emphasised
saying he was a student of the European School, integration difficulties with non Luxembourgish
giggling arose in the hall and students knew this speakers. Mr Bettel had a clear opinion. "Not being
man was definitely worthwhile listening to. "ls able to speak the language will simply exclude you
Europe ill?" Bettel questioned. "Should we blame from certain parts of society and cut you out from
everything on Brussels?" Before diving into the working possibilities. In a country where over 75%
answers, we went back to his childhood. He are foreigners," Mr. Bettel continued, "you rarely
explained how he had been involved in politics for speak the national Ianguage, but it should not be
the first time at the humble age of eight His put aside." How much influence does Luxembourg
Primary school in Bonnevoie did not have a really have when it comes to political aspects?
playground, and when the mayor came for a visit "Benelux is just as strong as Mrs. Merkel. But
he teamed up with his friends to hold up self- remember, I am also one of the 28 EU states.
drawn signs in protest Ever since, he has be~n Luxembourg is well represented." Luxembourg
active in politics. He obtained a Masters degree m proves to be a stable country in politics, not only
Public and European Law, became mayor of finance .
Luxembourg and was elected Prime Minister of
Luxembourg in 2013.
One student asked why Starbucks and KFC did not
have a franchise in the Grand Duchy. Heads
Questions asked by our students sho~ed the nodding in agreement and rustling noises in the
impressive interest in econom1cs and poht1cs by hall made it clear that people were interested. Mr
many, and Bettel took his time answering each Bettel agreed on talking to the Starbucks CFO and
individually. · Many answers he gave were CEO in Seattle in February and tel1 them their store
superficial, but this was understandable, _as in Luxe·mbourg will have over 550 new potential
Matthias Reinhardt, teacher of econom1cs customers. Applause broke out. But on 17th
explained: "There are real jou~nalis_ts present. February, Luxemburger Wort reported Mr ·Bettel
Saying something about a cntical 1ssue as a had not travelled to Seattle to attract Starbucks,
politician may be misinterpreted and can Iead to despite a meeting having already been set up. He
unwanted consequences."
explained his visit was not to bring back new
contracts, but to sc.o ut for new possible companies
to bring to Luxembourg in the future. Many were
dissappointed.
Not being able to speak Luxembourgish

''

will simply exclude you Jrom certain
parts ofsociety •Xavier Bettel

''

The Prime Minister emphasised how important it
was for us to appreciate the Euro\lea:n Umon. He
agreed there were things not funct1omng properly
yet but commented on how strong we stand
tog'ether as 28 member states. "lt is a privilege to
have this opportunity to free . roal)1_ between
countries in the EU," thus the Pnme Nhmster. An
example of this was Mr Bettel's_ Erasmus se'!lester
in Thessaloniki. He decided to VISlt Turkey w1th h1s
car and drove all the way there from Greece. Upon

Another priority for Mr Bettel was bringing the
voting age down to 16 years. "I don't want tobe the
Prime Minister for 40% of the country but as close
to 100% as possible."
After a one and a half hour free handed talk, Mr.
Bettel thanked the students and the direction
multiple times for the wonderful welcome. The
atinosphere and interaction between the Prime
Minister and the students had been very positive.
He had spoken in numerous Ianguages, from
Spanish to Greek - an impressive display. "I don't
want to be judged by my popularity. I want to be
judged in four years by my results." Bettel said

Euroschool
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that if want to do something, you have to be committed and be able to listen, be able to take decisions
and later explain why you took those decisions. "We have to take responsibility for our actions and stop
blaming things on Brussels."
Many students find Mr Bettel a breath of fresh air in Luxembourg's politics. Mr Bettel shares the
pleasure of having a random chat or seifte with you. His bodyguard remains a little behind in case
things go wrong. He thinks all the fancy things that come with being a Prime Minister are unnecessary.
"l always fly with Swiss airlines. Why would I need a private jet?"
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Pi ctures of th e month

Music Concert "Vibrations d'hiver"

lmagt by Dlrlr Wut.mrann

Before thanking the Prime Minister for his time, he gives a last piece of advice: "You have such an
honour being at this school. Your education is one of the best, so make sure to put the effort in. You will
be able to achieve anything later in life." Also, never trust Wikipedia.

Josh Oudendijk
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even though the weather was quite bad. lt
sn,owed all day and it was getting cold. On
Sunday •the next slalom competition took place.
The weather was a lot better but the snow was
really soft, which was a disadvantage for the
people that went last The team from the
Europea n School did very weil (see results
below). Overall it was a good weekend and
everyone enjoyed it. The European school in
Mamer also sent 4 students.

Eurosport Flashmob

Image by Martin Aron dtl

Led by the choreographer Julie Jimenez, the team, made up of
over SOstudents, will be dancing at the Eurosportevent this
March in the Coque. The music mix has been created by Julie
herseif and contains popular tracks such as "All About That
Bass" and uAnimals". The flashmob will most likely be seen
du ring the jinals on Saturday, the last day of the tournament

Results: Sara Wronski (6ENa) Giant slalom:
Finished 2nd in the girl's under 18 category and
Between the 15th and the 18th of January, 4 18th overall. Slalom: DNF
students from the European school of
;
Luxembourg• competed -in the National Alpine William Lindfors (SSWa) Giant slalom: Finished
Skiing Championships. This competition is meant 2nd in the boy's under 16 category and 6th
for very advanced skiers. The competition took overall. Slalom: DNF
place in Adelboden, Switzerland. Sara Wronski
'(6ENa), William Lindfors (SSWa), Nikolaj Nikolaj Lindfors (2SWa) Giant slalom: Finished
Lindfors (2SWa) and Borja Martin Simon (6ESa), 1st in the boy's under 14 category and 22nd
cpached by Mr Norris, left Luxembourg on overall. Slalom: Finished 1st in the boy's under
'.fhursday and arrived at their destination in 14 category and 7th overall.
Adelboden in the late evening. They spent Friday
training for the giant slalom competition the next Borja Martin Simon (6ESa) Gave his best but was
day. The giant slalom took place on Saturday, disqualified in ),oth races.

ink ofValentines Day?
ts and workers at-school in February.

Ennioni Kaltsas

RaymondAcs

Julen Querejeta, Maria Martins

"People in relationships don 't need
Valentines Day, because they can love each
other every other day ofthe year too"

"lt is all marketing. lf you love a wo man, you
should also show her the other 364 days, so l
don't see Valentines Day as anything special."

"lt's a day where young teenagers can share
their feelings towards their first love or crush."
"I hate Valentines Day because my boyfriend
cheated on me."

Merel Wijnen, Etienne Lopa, Anais Lecoq

Amlra Labasta

Sandro Kujuashvlll

"lt's sadly too commercial, but still sweet
However, it should be toned down a little."

"lt's sweet! We should definitely continue
celebrating it Make it a speclal day for your .
loved one!"

"lt's a great day. You can express your love for a
girl or boy."
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Euroschool
Kantine

Der Neue "Place tobe"

Open Letter

Recelved by The Puplls' Volce in]anuary 2015.

La cantine scolaire: toujours mieux!
Depuls la rentree de septembre, les services proposes par la cantine scolaire
ont ete notablement ameliores.
un appel d'offre a ete effectue en 2014. Le comite de Selection a decide a
l'unanimite de proposer la societe SODEXO comme prestatalre, cette
derniere ayant le meilleur rapport qualite-prix.
Nous recevons souvent des plaintes de la part des eleves concernant le prix
des repas a l'Ecole, plus eleves que ceux qui sont pratiques dans les cantines
des lnstitutions. Cela est vrai et l'explica,tion est simple: les repas proposes
dans les cantines des lnstitutions sont subventionnes ce qui n'est pas le cas
pour nous. Neanmoins, cette annee nous avons fait en sorte d'ameliorer le
service propose:
• Au niveau tarifaire, afin d'arriver ades prix reduits pour ceux notamment
qui ne veulent pas d'un repas complet, des alternatives sont desormais
possibles:
o Plat principal ou
o Plat principal + 1 (entree ou dessert) ou
o Plat principal + 2 (entree et dessert.
• C'est dans cette optique qu'a egalement ete cree dans la cantine du
secondaire un lunch bar.
• L'offre de la cantine s'est egalement elargie avec des repas
hypoallergenlques
• En synergie avec l'action pedagogique menee par notre etablissement,
SODEXO a mis adisposition de nos eleves des stations de tri des dechets.
• Des ameliorations ont ete apportees au cadre de la cantine avec
notamment de nouveaux meubles offerts par SODEXO et des plantes
offertes par I'APEEELl et l'Ecole.
• Enfin, afin de s'assurer de la qualite des repas servis, des visites de
contröle frequentes sont effectuees par des parents membres du Comite
Cantine, et par des membres de la direction de l'Ecole.
Tous ces changements ont a l'evidence des effets positifs quant ala
frequentation de notre cantine. Une augmentation de 20% a30% de
frequentation a ete observee:
Nous avons appris que Fabian Jacque avait ete designe par Comite des
Eleves pour participer au Comite Cantine. Nous serons donc heureux de lui
souhaiter la bienvenue lors de la prochaine reunion et de pouvoir profiter
des avis frais et constructifs d'un usager de la c_antine.
Pour terminer, je voudrais exprimer ma profonde gratitude aux membres du
Comite cantine et plus specialement, aux parents qui y participent, pour leur
investissement tres efficace.
Toula Vassllacou
Directrice

Die Kantine wurde mit Pflanzen, Bartischen und einer neuen
Lunch Bar verbessert
Die große Kantine, welche schon immer ei": St~eitpunkt ge~esen ist, scheint sich nun
endlich von der Pleite" erholt zu haben. Seit diesem Jahr smd, der Elternverem1gung
in Zusammenarbeit mit der Direktion, ein paar entscheidende Veränderung passiert
Das eintönige Erscheinungsbild des großen Saals wurde ersetzt durch stylische h~he
Tische und passende Stühle, so wie ein paar große Pflanzen welche dem Raum eme
grünere und auch gemütlichere Atmosphere verleihen. Zusätzlich zu den Stan_dard
Menüs, bestehend aus einem vegetarischem Gericht, einem Tagesgencht und emem
Nudelgericht ist nun eine Lunchbar dazugekommen welche verschiedene Snacks und
Gerichte anbietet Neben Wraps gibt es auch Suppen, Pizza und Panin_is. Ebenfalls
stehen eine weite Variation aus frischen Früchten und ausgewählten Desserts zur
Verfügung. Auch die Besucherzahlen steigen nun wieder.
Neben den Erst- bis Drittklässler finden sich nun auch ältere Schüler in der
Mittagspause in der Kantine. Giulia (4. Klasse) sagt: ,,Seit die Kantine auch eine
Lunchbar und eine nettere Atmosphere bieten kann, esse ich dort fast jeden Mittag.
Besonders gerne mag ich die Pizza. Auch die hohen Tische sind echt cool". Auch
Klara M. welche bereits in ihrem letzen Jahr ist, geht gerne in die Kantine, besonders
das gute Preis- Leistungsverhältnis ist für sie wichtig. Als angenehme Alternative zu
den überfüllten Busfahrten zu Auchan besucht sie gerne die Kantine. ·
Nach den vielen Streitereien scheint sich auch Essenslieferant Sodexo nun
verbessert zu haben. Zusätzlich zu einer verbesserten Auswahl an Imbissen wie zum
Beispiel Bagels und frische Salate, wird durch freundliches und zuvorkommendes
P~rsonal ~.ine ei_nladende Stimmung verbreitet. Das Essen ist vielfältig und hilft
vielen Schulern uber den langen Tag zu kommen. Es scheint als hätte es endlich die
lang erhofften Veränderungen gegeben und das Ansehen der Kantine befindet sich in
einem ständigen Aufstieg. Auch Kantinenbeauftragter Fabian Jaque ist zufrieden mit
der Entwicklung der Kantine und zeigt sich optimistisch der Zukunft gegenüber.

Adriana Timme

School Terrorism

Terroristic Act Traumatises Students
Salles de Fetes lifted and turned by 360°.
Günther Friedrich, a resident of a flat diagonally
opposite on Kirchberg. agreed he bad heard a
strange noise upon waking up in the night,
something that sounded like stone rubbing. against
each other. After reaching for bis glasses and taking
a peak through the window, he saw 7 men
clammbering over the fence. "lt looked very
suspicious. The building it seemed bad not moved
though." Mr Friedrich believes not to have seen any
machines, making matters even stranger. This could
mean that it might only have been human strength.

lmagt by Angela Gomez

7th year students made a strange sighting Monday
morning during the last week of January when they
gathered for their prebacs. The school's Salle de
Fetes, widely known for ist circular red-brick style,
bad been lifted by unknown individuals during the
weekend and turned all the way around once.
Evidence was scarce, but local police have started
an investigation into this event lt has been the most
severe terrorist attack since 1987, when rebels
teamed up to throw toxic plastic bottles into
biological bins.

lt is still hard to decipher the whole cause behind
this barbaric act against the school. Max, student of
year 3, called the event simply "scandalous". The
crowd that has gathered around him agrees.
Alexander, a french student, is impressed by the act
"Not bad," he says. "l wish I was that streng." A girl
runs up and Interrupts our interview. "What if it
hasn't been lifted at all?" She may have a point

Security in school has been enforced and teachers
and students are now requested to show lD when
coming close to the building. Rumours are
When local police squads arrived, they fenced off spreading via the Internet that these terrorists are
the zone and investlgated the case. They came to taki~g thing~ a step further, now planning on
the conclusion that the building bad been lifted, turmng bmldmgs ups1de down. The school direction
turned, and put down on the same spot as before. is now collaborating with the NSA to prevent what
Dust produced when put down bad been wiped can be prevented. Only time will teil.
away, leaving almest no clues behind. Experts agree
Josh Oudendljk
that these were professionals at werk.
The Salle de F~tes is used for examinations,
concerts and !arge meetings such as the one with
the Prime Minister earlier in February. lt can be
said that this architecture symbolises the European
School here in Luxembourg.

1:Je ~p~loglse: it was sadly not possible to place ano'ther article
m th1s 1ssue from the old school newspaper The Eurald Tribune
as the website containlng all articles was under construction
and inaccessible.

Euroschool
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Anony1nous Students
Their identity will be kept
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Teacher's Column

J,!llian Archer

Cover Me, Please

WeAre Charlie (weil, most ofus)

Extra security measures and guards misusing authority
As terrorism seems to be becoming more
active around the globe, our school has
insisted on taking extra measures to ensure
that we students remain safe. Two extra
security guards, who seem to have quite an
interest for smartphones and L'essentiels,
have been permanently stationed around our
school grounds. The front gate is now only
half open instead of fully to try to prevent
anyone from ramming a truck through the
glass doors. Badges have to be shown more
frequently than before and masks are
forbidden on carnival. The latter makes
perfect sense, but some of the other points
require further attention.

l' m writing this in a little fishing port on the Cotentin
periinsula in Normandy. The tourist season won't kick off for
art0ther four months, so the only people in full-time
,employment are the local farmers and the fishermen who
bring in the fresh sole, turbot and shellfish for which this
coast is famous.
None of these people is Muslim.
,1

In almest every shop window, on billboards and even
private houses, there are stickers declaring "Je suis Charlie"
or "Nous sommes tous Charlie." 1 suspect that few of the
' people who stuck these up are regular subscribers to
Charlie Hebdo; 1 also suspect that some of them really
1 wanted to say something rather more sinister.

,
Image by Ellsa Ynaraja

Let's fa_ce it: our guards are_ defe~celess. They act as middlemen to warn the police in case
somethmg goes wrong who will arnve at the scene, not take down the shooters themselves Unless
their flashlights contain special gadgets,. it is_ n~ secret that they are here to keep us in. They check
us students gomg out, not people C0!flmg ms1de. The other day, a fairly dodgy man with dirty
clothes walked throu~h the gate, s]1pped around the corner and walked off to the Primary
pl~yground. The security gua_rds d1dn t pay any attention; they were too busy checking student IDs
gomg out for lunch. The_n agam, that may be me judging a man that I don't know by his looks.
Yet som~ of the guards seem _really cool. They have a chat with you, maybe even a Iaugh. I recently
lost ml:' timetable_ and couldn t ~o out for lunch. The guard knew I was in sixth year, but demanded
1 teil h1m_ a good Joke before he d let me out To be honest I thought it was a pretty bad one in the
end, b1;1t_ 1t worked, _and w1; both sm1led._ Others often misuse their authority. Blowing your whistle
an~ ra1smg your v01ce agamst students 1s unacceptable. Lately I was stopped in the Primary school
w~1le_ on my way to the Coque. I kindly told the man in blue I had to go through the Primary
bmldm~ because the gate ha~ not been opened by him. Upon asking if he would be so kind to
unlock 1t, I was confronted w1th a man shouting, interrupting my question and blocking the exit
doors while yelling at me that the Primary was off grounds for Secondary, I should walk back to
school and use the front gate. I turned my back on him and le~ Weil, 30 minutes lost for that
lesson.
Apparently guards also have the right to check toilets (of both sexes) whenever they wish. J don't
feel very comfo_rtab]e with this, and !'~ sure I am not the only one. Don't follow me inside simply
because you thmk I m gomg to smoke m one of the cub1cles. Furthermore, when you meet me in
the corridor during lesson times and ask what I am up to, then don't expect a detailed answer from
me, because that is none of your business.

Mr

dear guards, you are no higher nor lower than us. Let's both act mature and stop making life
miserable for each other. We appreciate you being here, but don't start turning into robots. When
you demand my ID, 1 would like you to ask it in an ordinary fashion, because as soon as you start
acting like you're better than me, 1 will lose all respect for you.
,

Us Versus Thern
Students and teachers are seperated
The higher up you step up the ladder in our school the more you start noticing the things that are
missing, In first year you observe the different soda brands missing in our vending machines, in
third year you start noticing the fairness missing in our grading scale, in fifth year you realise that
your social life is missing and during the last years the !ist only grows bigger and bigger.
Teachers are very good at pointing out our flaws and yes, they have the right to do so. We aren't
that bad at pointing out their flaws either, but we simply aren't supposed to, How many times have
we heard "bad student A, you forgot your homework", "bad student 8, you didn't study for the test''
or "student C, do you have a question? You were talking so I have to assume you have a question
for me". I am not saying th~se things are wrong and that teachers shouldn't be able to mention
them, yet what about "bad teacher D, you haven't corrected our essays that we worked so hard on
for over a month", "bad teacher E, you gave me a bad grade without being able to explain why" or
"bad teacher F, you yell at us when we are late for dass but when you show up 15 minutes late you
expect us to wait for you".
Why can't feedback and criticism go both ways without your grades being affected or the way a
teacher thinks about you? Many teachers want you to let them know if you have a problem with
them or their teaching - that's not a lie. However others just look at you with a serious face and say
"! will think about what you have said" and then still give you an even worse grade or a sarcastic
comment on your report card,
And w~at about us students? Are we taking the complaints too far? ~aybe we should stop
complammg about what teachers say and Just accept 1t. We are not gomg to like every single
person that we meet in our lives and we don't have to either, but sometimes we must learn to work
with them anyway. I wouldn't want to be a teacher simply because it's such an unappreciated job, I
wouldn't want to get on the bus and catch my students talking about me and criticising me behind
my back. Jt's easy for a classroom or a school to become caught by a "us versus them" mentality and that's what makes it so separated. Maybe it's our job to change that.
But then again, this isn't something we discuss.

Interested in sharing your opjnion anonymously? Fee! free to send in your article and be

featured in the next edltion. Mail to newspaper.euroschool@gmall.com

Half an hoür away in Cherbourg, a much !arger port with
similar economic problems and a significant Muslim
community, 1 saw those more sinister messages sprayed on
walls and boarded-up buildings. The righteous and justified
sense of outrage at the terrorist murders in Paris is being
hijacked by those with a right-wing, anti-lslamic agenda.
Of course, to accuse all those displaying a "Je suis Charlie"
sticker of fascism or racial prejudice is as absurd as accusing
all Muslims of fanatical fundamentalism . What I hope most
Charlie supporters have been doing is declaring their
solidarity with the press, their insistence on the right to free
speech, even the right to offend. France, a laic republic
which prides itself on a tradition of tolerance, of political,
intellectual and artistic freedoms, is home to the highest
number of Muslims in the European Union: Almost all of
French nationality rather than "guest workers," they enjoy
the same rights and freedoms as their Catholic, Jewish,
Buddhist, Hindu, humanist or Jedi fellow-citizens; the right
not to be offended is not one of them.
·. However. .. the right to offend does not imply an obligation
to offend . 1 might believe that all religion, all worship of a
deity or deities, is inherently absurd; but I respect the right
of others to disagree, and I adapt my behaviour
appropriately when visiting a mosque, a temple or a
cathedral. Gratuitous insult and the ridiculing of other
people's beliefs, however ridiculous those beliefs may seem
to you, are in my view more appropriate to the political
sphere than to the religious. (Actually, 1think it's a civic duty
to ridicule most politicians ... )
The staff of Charlie Hebdo no doubt recognised that Islam
is in some countries a very political religion (in Iran
Afghanistan, the so-called Caliphate), and they had n~
qualms about publishing some (frankly vulgar) satirical
material which was bound to offend moderate Muslims and
infuriate the fundamentalist fanatics. They didn't deserve to
die for it, and nor did the (Muslim) French policeman
outside their offices. But the terrorists who shot them are
no more representative of Islam than Torquemada was of
Cat~olicism; every religion has its monsters.
lt's essential that we Europeans defend our traditional
freedoms, insist on everyone's right to say what s/he thinks;
but let's not demonise all the believers of one particular
religion. Muslims can be Charlie, too.
What do you think? Share your opinion with us.

newspaper.euroschool@gmail.com
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Luxembourg

Publlc Transport

Getting Us Horne
A bus driver tells us how it feels to sit behind the wheel at night and sometimes deal with deadly passengers.
Let's be honest: Luxembourg's only big place to
bang out and have fun is the capital itself. As people
often live in small, rural areas far out m the
countryside, communes have set up a bus service to
ensure you get to your favourite club and back
home safely. In order for this concept to run
smoothly, bus drivers work hard throughout the
night They stay awake for us to have fun. How do
they feel about their work? The Pupils' Voice went
into Luxembourg City in the early hours of Saturday
morning to question a driver of the late night bus.
Giovanni, 33, knows his vehicle weil. We skim past
the edge of traffic signs by less than the width of a
hair, so it seems, yet he remains calm and
professional. At the red light he undoes his tie. "You
really have to be careful with wearing a tie at night,
you never know if someone is crazy enotigh to pull
it a little tighter." But Giovanni enjoys the night
shift. He says it is often calm and peaceful, with few
incidents. Nevertheless, a bus driver may appear
defenceless when faced with a group of drunk,
immature teenagers. lt is therefore not a surprise
that female drivers are never seen during the night
We wondered if there was any protective system or
alarm. "We have a pretty high-tech system in our
buses. A button next to us will send out an
immediate distress call to the police with our exact
location. For little troubles, our dispatch centre is
always there for us 24 hours a day."
The day starts early. Every morning all Emile Weber
buses are picked up by the qrivers at the massive
garage in Canach. This system is weil organised, yet
somewhat inefficient; routes such as the ones
starting in Trier mean driving an extra hour to the
starting point before having even started picking up
passengers. Giovanni continues: "Emile Weber, for
example, is a private bus company, and sometimes
we work for more than 12 hours a day.. The city

' ' Two teenage boys seated in the
back were playing with a gun. l
had no idea what to do . Giovanni ,

,

buses, owned by AVL, are state-funded, enabling
better working conditions for their drivers." But he
also stresses what amazing infrastructure Emile
Weber has. Buses are cleaned and refuelled every
day, tires are replaced frequently and new buses
are bought after only 500,000 km on the counter.

Buses run continuously throughout the night at Hamilius to ensure hundreds ofpeople aregetting home safely.

This may seem a lot, but for a bus that is considered
to be nothing. The pay is around 17€ per -hour,
going up slightly with gaining seniority.
Giovanni enjoys his job as a bus driver. Time seems
to fly and he can listen to the radio. He can drive all
bus routes, and says that once you've driven one,
you have memorised it for the rest of your life.
There is lots of variety, but there is one thing which
particularly upsets him about his job: "I really
dislike it when people don 't greet me upon entering.
lt makes me sad to see that I'm either being ignored
or simply not worth saying hello to," Giovanni
explains. "When I open my doors, I invite you into
my personal space, and would really enjoy a simple
nod of the head or sign of appreciation."
The 33 year old Luxembourger, with roots in Italy,
has had some crazy experiences with passengers.
"One time, an elderly lady came up to me and told
me two teenage boys seated behind her were
playing with a gun. 1 had no idea what to do. 1 sent
out a distress call to the police, and they followed
my bus until we came to a stop. The boys were

arrested immediately, but it turned out the gun was
an incredible replica."
Giovanni admits that it is not only us passengers
that can sometimes cause frustration; his colleagues
can also be a source of frustration. "When I see a
person making an effort to run and catch my bus, 1
wait for them. I don't simply kick the gas and drive
off. I see some of my colleagues do this. No, you
simply can't do that"
Giovanni thanks me for the conversation. He parks
the bus on the side of the road at Hamilius and turns
off the engine in order to teil me more. I'm
supposed to get off, but I am in no rush and it is
intriguing to listen to him. I have respect for him
and his colleagues. Sometimes my friends Iaugh
when I greet a bus driver, but I see it as a thank you
for the service they are offering. Giovanni has
driven weil. I am grateful that there will always be
people like him guaranteeing I can get home safely.
Josh Oudendijk

Sports

Hockey Success In Germany

Victory! The hockey boys proved to be amongst
the strongest in the competition.
The
Luxembourg
hockey
B-boys
(U-12),
representing the national hockey team of
Luxembourg, have defended their honour in the
Reinland-Pfalz/Saar league with a second placed
finish. After having crushed the German opposition
in the first two group stages, the team, lead by their
coaches Nikolay Stefanov and Matthijs Geurtz,
progressed to the final stage where they would face
the region's strengest clubs.
However, Luxembourg continued their unbeaten

run with a hard-fought, 1-0 win over Dürkheiner
HC, showing that the final round wasn't going to be
easy. This was shown by the next match, in which
they drew against TFC Ludwigshafen, the eventual
winner of the competition. Although Luxembourg
was leading up until the last minute, Ludwigshafen
was able to equalise thanks to a controversial
penalty. Despite this setback, Luxembourg bounced
back with an impressive win over Hockey Club
Alzey. They treated the spectators with an amazing
display of hockey, with great combinations as weil
as some fantastic individual performances, scoring
four goals in the process. Hit by fatigue,
Luxembourg wasn't able to win against TSG
Kaiserslautern meaning that Ludwigshafen had won
the league with them winning their last matches.
Winning the final match against Mainz saw
Luxembourg finishing in second place.
Luxembourg's hockey team had not been present in
Germany for several years, meaning that they were
considered outsiders during the first group stages.
However, some splendid performances quickly
established them as one of the favourites for the
title. The team showed great strength and character
and they and their coaches are looking Forward to
next season. They hope to achieve even better
results and bring home the cup.

Matthijs Geurtz, second from back left, is both
coach of the U12 boys and journa/ist o/The
Pupils' Voice.
Team: Victor Ameye, Simon Carmelo Prem
J~gadeesh,_ Leop_old Krampe, Leonard Lage, Mees
P1sters, Milan S1_ngh, Pavel Singh, Emilian Ulitzka,
Paul van der Stich~le, Gaspard Berdy and Fabian
Prevo?,, Coaches: N1kolay Stefanov, Lokdeep Singh,
MatthlJS Geurtz.

www.hockey.lu
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Interview

Homeless and Lost
Our correspondant interviewed a 34 year old Serbian who has been horneless for over two years.
which no langer consiste~ of only _two people. A
new little baby had come mto the p1cture with his
own needs. That wa_s wh~n I started selllng rny
paintings to our Serb1an fnends we had made here
in Luxembourg. I didn't seil !"any but I was happy
with every single euro I rece1ved, as I had earned lt
myself. Of course, 1 gave the money to my wlfe or
bought her something nice wh:n~ver I could. The
money I was getting for my pamtings was nothing
compared to my wife's salary but I was nevertheless
still very proud of myself.
So how did you end up on the street?

For most of my life, 1 have had the tendency to
focus all my attention on the shops, restaurants,
other people and sometimes even the sky when
the weather was nice whilst walking through
town. 1 never really looked down at the beggars
and I chose to ignore them even though I knew
that they were looking up at me with the hope
that I would help them.

study accounting in university. I didn't enjoy my job
at all as it had absolutely nothing to do with art! 1
think that's perhaps why I got fired [smiles]. When I
lost my job, I had a lot of spare time to paint and
finally express all the thoughts and ideas that had
been trapped in the back of my mind for many
years. I continued to paint after our move to
Luxembourg until I one day realised, how useless I
was. My wife was buying my food, paying for the
Where I come from, it's a normal occurrence to water and electricity that I used, paying for the
witness people on the streets begging for money. apartment we lived in, for all of my painting
Often their motives are very clear: they 'need' the materials, and I couldn't even buy her anything in
money for alcohol or cigarettes. However, it's return to show my appreciation. On top of all that,
strange to see homeless people here, in a country as she was pregnant at the time. So I decided to find
prosperous as Luxembourg. This curiosity of mine myself a decent job which would allow me to
is the main reason why I have been interviewing provide for my family, and take some of the weight
homeless people for over a year now. In this article off of my wife's shoulders. However, even then I
I would like to share the story of a 34-year-old was quite picky - I wanted my job to be art related.
Another problem I had was that I didn't speak any
Serbian, who's been homeless for over two years.
other Ianguage apart from English and Serbian. I
started learning French but I gradually became lazy
When and why did you move to Luxembourg?
and just dropped it, as weil as the idea of getting a
I moved here 4 years ago together with my wife. job. I went back to sitting at harne, painting and
Like most other people that move to Luxembourg, chatting with my Serbian friends on Skype.
my wife received a decent job offer. I didn't have a
job at that time, so we were living purely on my How did your wife react to that7 Did the birth of
wife's salary. We could rarely afford things like your son motivate you to become something
going to the cinema, eating dinner at a restaurant other than just a painter?
etc. The salary my wife would have received if we
moved to Luxembourg was three times greater than My wife was very kind, forgiving and permissive.
the one she was receiving in Serbia. The idea of She would constantly teil me that 1 didn't have to
being able to afford more commodities appealed to find a job, and that her salary was enough to pay for
everything and even have some money left over.
both of us, so my wife accepted the job offer.
This always reassured me and made me feel better
Was it easy to move to a new and completely about myself. These words allowed me to focus all
different count,y?
my time on hobbies and enjoy my life. The birth of
my son completely changed my way of thinking. I
For me, moving to Luxembourg couldn't have been once again feit obliged to provide for my family
an easier transition. My wife, however, had more
difficulties with this change. She was the one who
had to find us a place to live in and purchase the
absolute necessities such as food for the first few
months with the money we had been saving up. She
had to try and adapt to her new working
environment and colleagues. I never left our
apartment during the first week in Luxembourg
because I simply didn't need to - shelter, food and
interne! were all already provided for me.
How did you keep yourse/f busy while your wife
was at work7 Did you t,y to find yourself a Job?

My hobby was painting. That was one of the few
things I was (or at least considered myself to be) Beds are offered durlng wlnter at the homeless
very good at My dream at school was to become an shelters In Luxembourg. "Stiimm vun der Strooss"
animator or work in an art-related profession. provides warm mea/s throughout the day.
However my parents objected, which led me to

After the birth of my son I no langer had time for
painting. I had to take care of him while rny wJfe
was at work. By the end of the day, we were both
too tired to spend any time together, so we started
living in our own separate worlds. I believe I had
become too boring for her as all I did was take care
of our son and spend time on the internet I was no
langer willing to paint and seil my works of art or
do something eise for the benefit of my family. 1feit
that taking care of our son was already enough.
After a while, she announced that she wanted to
divorce me and when she did I was left wlth
nothing. I didn't even have enough money to buy
myself a plane ticket to fly back to Serbia. l lived at
my friend's hause_ for_a li~le while ?ut then I got the
impression that h1s girlfrtend wasn t too happy with
me being· there all the time, eating their food,
sleeping on their sofa etc. So I le~
Where do you live now?

I don't live anywhere. I know a few abandoned
buildings nearby so I sleep there. When it's cold I
take the night buses and drive around Luxembourg.
They don't drive around the entire night but at least
I can keep warm for a few hours. I see no difference
in whichever town I sleep in - they are all the same
to me. You can find a bench or a dark corner in all of
them.

' ' I don 't live anywhere. I know aJew

abandoned buildings nearby so I
sleep there. -Homeless man

''

From your own personal experience, how do
people reaet to homeless people? Are they
generous?

There are many different types of people. Same
pass by without even looking and some give me a
few coins. Sometimes, they give me a five euro note
if 1 am very lucky. There are also people, who pass
by and look at me as if 1 am some kind of filthy
monster, and they pull their kids away in case 1
attempt to hurt them. I think that is the main
stereotype of a homeless person however this is not
always true. Once, I saw my wife and my son on
their way nearby, but I had quickly covered my face
because I didn't want them to recognise me as I feit
too ashamed of what I had become.
Does your wife know about your current
situation? Do you think she'd help you to get back
toSerbia?

I don't know whether she knows or not I haven't
spoken to her since the day I Ieft and I have no idea
if she has contacted any of my relatives or friends.
Nevertheless, I don't want to Ieave Luxembourg as
she is here with my son. Sometimes I go to the
apartment in which they live in and stay there untll
1 see them leave the building. I want to see my son
as he grows up. 1don't know whether they need any
financial aid but if I ever get a job, no matter where
- Luxembourg or Serbia - I will send money to
them.
What wou/d you /lke to say td the readers of thls
article?

Luxembourg

The Pupils' Voice
Never give up on your dreams. Work very hard to attain
them. Do things you enjoy doing. If you ever choose to have a
family of your own later on, do not give up on it without
trying. lf there is a person who gives up a lot for you - never
let him/her go. Try to keep up with everything at the same
time - your work, duties, and hobbies. Pay attention to tiny
changes in the way that someone treats you because it could
be at this point that your whole life and everything you're
familiar with could start to collapse.
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ouveau record: 2,5 millions de passagers

lt's up to us whether or not we consider this article and the
thoughts shared in it to be true. As we all know, there are
many people that pretend to be homeless and manipulate
our feelings just to get money. This is a common thing in
Luxembourg. There are many institutions that provide
homeless people with different kinds of aid. However, the
next time you walk in town, take a few seconds of your
precious time to look at those who sit in corners and you will
easily be able to recognise who is actually unfortunate and
who is just a pretender.

Gabe Makarycevaite
Murder

Rape Just Around the Corner
Near the end of last year, on November 2st, a teenage
schoolgirl was reported as missing. The fourteen-year-old,
Beatrice Berlaimont, was last seen early in the morning,
walking to school in a village near Arlon, ' before she
disappeared. Her body was eventually found on December
1st in a forest near the village, very close to Luxembourg.
Although it hasn't been made very public or official, it is
thought that Beatrice Berlaimont's neck and wrists were
bound. Apart from being kidnapped, she was also raped, or
at least experienced some kind of sexual assault

The French and Belgian police forces, which recently started
cooperating in order to fully solve this case and some of the
murderer's other crimes, suspect Jeremy Pierson. The 26year-old was arrested on December 10th, and is allegedly
believed to have committed other crimes around this date,
such as raping a female driver and stealing a car.

lmagt by Grrgorl Qu/ros

L'unique aeroport du Grand-duche a battu son
record. Pres de 2,5 millions de passagers
principalement residants au Luxembourg mais
aussi venant de France, de Belgique et
d'Allemagne ont utilises le Finde! en 2014.
2014 fut une annee importante pour LuxAirport. Le trafic a bondi de pres de 60%.
270.000 passagers de plus ont ete accueillis,
d'une majorite par la compagnie nationale
luxembourgeoise Luxair qui a ouvert 3
nouvelles lignes vers Dublin, Lisbonne et
Stockholm. Elles ont ete de grands succes avec
un tres fort taux d' occupation et des horaires
qui ont ravi les passagers volant vers ces
destinations. Easyjet, qui a tout juste celebree
ses 3 ans sur le sol luxembourgeois, a vu une
augmentation de 60% sur Je Traffic passager
gräce notamment a Ja route vers Lisbonne qui
fut tres populaire dans Ja communaute
portugaise gräce a ses bas-tarifs. La compagnie
nationale turque Turkish Airlines a vu son
Trafik multiplie par 3 gräce a l'addition de
nouvelles
frequences
vers
I'aeroport
d'lstanbul Atatürk. Quant aux autres
compagnies, elles aussi ont vu leur Traffic
augmenter depuis et vers Luxembourg

Athird of all road accidents are alcohol related . Gender plays
a role too: 85% are caused by men.

Pour continuer l'augmentation du Traffic de
l'aeroport et afin de mieux s'adapter a Ja
demande, Luxair a annoncee l'augmentation
de la taille des avions vers Rome, Nice, Madrid
et Barcelone, d'ajouter des frequences vers
Londres, Hambourg, Stockholm et Dublin ainsi
que d'etendre Ja periode d'exploitation vers
Venise, Bari et de voler sans escale vers Berlin
(!es anciens vols faisait escale a Saarbrücken).
Quant aux autres compagnies, Easyjet ouvrtra
une 4eme route vers Porto en addition de
celles deja proposees par Luxair et par TAP
Portugal. Et pour debuter en 2015, Lux Aiport
a annonce l'arrive d'une nouvelle compagnie
aerienne a Luxembourg. Sun Express, jeune
compagnie turque, proposera a partir du 3
avril des vols reguliers vers Antalya en
Turquie, en concurrence directe avec Luxair.

Gregori Quiros

Campaign

Don't Drink and Drive

The Luxembourgish government has a policy of
The suspect also has quite a notable history due to previous issuing adverts against drunk driving which are
crimes, including vandalising cars and rape already back in designed to shock. This campaign tries to make
2006, as weil as being sentenced for handling drugs in 2010, citizens aware of the dangers involved and so
reduce the number . of accidents. Its name,
The investigation is ongoing. So far, Jeremy Pierson denies Raoul, brings a touch of humour as, according
having murdered the girl, although certain evidence, such as to its creators, it symbölises a fictional
him having stolen the car nearby to where Beatrice character represented as the typically
handsome and victorious boy that decides not
Berlaimont's body was found, points against him.
to drink alcohol and drive safely. This helps
As Luxembourg may seem unusually safe to some of us, it is groups going out identify with Raoul as he is the
important to remember that rape can still happen to anyone, "designated driver", who is responsible for
remaining sober and driving the group back.
anywhere. You can never be too careful. Remember that
In addition, La Securite routiere d
Estere Feldhune
Luxembourg, creator of Raoul, declares tha~
- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - ---' each weekend many drunk drivers put both
their own Jives and other people's Jives in
Facts and Figures Luxembourg
danger unnecessarily. That's why they have
chosen as their slogan "celui qui boit ne conduit
In 2012, 255 road accidents were caused in Luxembourg by
pas" (the one who drinks doesn't drive).
motorists driving under the influence of alcohol.
Over 30% of those accidents were fatal, half ended up with
serious injuries.

notamment l'espagnol Vueling (filiale low cost
de la compagnie nationale espagnole Iberia) la
britannique British Airways, Ja portugaise TAP
Portugal ou encore la suisse Swiss.

On the other hand, the government has
introduced many new alternatives so that the
ones who have had a drink or two during the
night out don't drive themselves home. One of
these is the "Night Rider Bus", a mini-bus that
picks you up from any place around the country
· and drives you wherever you want This
innovative service, which costs far less than a

... f.

The Raoul campaign
lmogebyCoa<MtoC,mm,,o
literally hits the road in luxembourg.
taxi, can be contacted through the internet Free
late night buses (see Getting Us Horne, page 6)
and any other type of public transport are also a
great idea to encourage people not to drive
after drinking. All these measures have been
taken in order to improve your safety. Don't
forget, think Raoul!

Conchita Carrascosa
Should the drinking age in Luxembourg be 16 or
187 Share your opinion with us and be featured in
the next edition. newspaper.euroschool@gmail.com
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Cancer

A Young Scientific Hero
Jack Andraka, 15, discovers an innovative and efficient way of detecting a fatal cancer.
Unlike many cancers, pancreatic cancer is difficult
to detect early and it is fatal with a five-year
survival rate of 6 percent. The pancreas is a vital
organ in our body which is responsible for the
secretion of enzymes as weil as hormones that
assist the regulation and metabolism of sugars. The
cancer begins in the tissues of this organ. A main
cause for its lethality is due to weak prognosis. The
cancer spreads rapidly and the symptoms become
apparent only too late, therefore, it is rarely
diagnosed on time. As complete surgical removal of
pancreatic cancer is impossible, almost always,
death is certain · close to 10, 000 people die
annually due to pancreatic cancer. After suffering
from the loss of his dear uncle to pancreatic cancer,
Jack Andraka, a 15 year old teenager in Crownsville
Maryland, strove to learn more about the untimely
cause ofhis uncle's tragic death:
While simultaneously helping his father to screen
compounds in water from the Chesapeake Bay
using nanotubes, the young scientist developed an
interest for the complex structured nanotubes. As a
quick background, nanotubes are miniscule
cylinders of about 1/50,000 diameter of a human
hair (walls of about one-atom thick) sheets of
carbon, called graphene. Jack himself claims that
"They have these amazing properties. They are
stronger than steel...conduct electricity better than
copper." With these outstanding properties, Jack
describes them as "the superheroes of material
science."

lronically, Jack stumbled upon this invention
through the act of not paying attention in 5th year
biology dass. As his teacher was lecturing on
antibodies, Jack was clandestinely reading a paper
on application of nanotubes under his desk without
the teacher noticing. With a sharp and simultaneous
concentration to both sources of information on
seemingly divergent topics, the two ideas
serendipitously converged and he was enlightened

Following his remarkab_le idea, he wrote up his
experimental protocol m an elaborate research
proposal and emailed 200 scientis!'-5- After receiving
199 rejection letters, Amrban Ma1tra, a pathologist
at JHU, responded po~itively and after intensely
grilling Jack with quest1ons, granted h1m access to
the lab he required.

Jack Andraka shows to be an impressive young
scjentist.

with an epiphany: What if he could use an antibody
(a protein used to identify foreign bacteria and
viruses in the body), bound to a nanotube network
to detect pancreatic cancer?
Here, it gets
fascinatingly technical: The protein/antigen
overexpressed in malignancies of pancreatic,
ovarian and lung cancer is mesophelin.
Mesophelin-specific antibodies could be combined
with nanotubes to create a mesophelin sensitive
network in a blood sample of a potential pancreatic
cancer patient, which would have varying electrical
properties based on the amount of mesophelin
present. A pancreatic cancer patient, has an
overexpression of mesophelin antigens, so as they
all attach themselves to the mesophelin-antibodies
laced in the nanotubes, the gaps between nanotubes
will widen hence weakening the electrical
properties of the nanotubes (i.e. lessening their
conductivity). This signal can be easily detected
with an ohmmeter • a simple electrical instrument
that measures conductivity.

Following 7 months of hard work, being robbed of
all the usual teenage rituals that his classmates
enjoyed, and after many ups and d,owns regarding
his research (for example, a month s worth of cellculture samples exploded in a centrifuge) his work
really began to pay off in 2012. By using chea~ raw
products like paper, he developed a simple
structure. He successfully demonstrated that his
"dip-coated filter paper test strips" which . were
connected via electrodes to $50 ohmmeter could
measure the mesophelin levels in the blood of
transgenic mice carrying human serum sampl~s. Of
course, we still have a long way to go until th1s
practice can be used on humans, however
Andracka's idea to coat carbon nanotubes with
antibodies to detect the early stages of pancreatic
cancer is the first major breakthrough in early
pancreatic cancer diagnostics.
Jack Andracka had intense degrees of dedication,
concentration, and volition that are rare for a
young teenager. He discovered a detector that can
be mass produced with neglible costs , which could
eventually save thousands of lives and spare
countless number of families of the agonies of
losing their loved ones.
As Martin Bennett, a science teacher at our school
rightfully states: "Jack is an exemplar and
inspiration to young people everywhere."
Age is not a barrier.
Yasmine Ayman

Electric Cars

Cars ofthe Future?
October 9th 2014. 4 000 people are gathered outside an airport in Hawthorne
California. They've been waiting for over an hour. Eventually Elon Musk (cofounder of PayPal, CEO of Tesla Motors and SpaceX) walks on stage, to a
roaring applause. Smartphones flash and bloggers livestream his jokes.
Standing in front of his image on a giant screen, the self-made billionaire
introduces Tesla's latest iteration of the Model S. Dual electric motors,
fourwheel drive, a O-to-100 time of 3.2 seconds and "autopilot", which makes
it possible for the car to drive itself pretty much unaided.
This autopilot system uses a !arge array of sensors, including radar, sonar,
ultrasonic and GPS. All this allows the car not only to switch lanes for you on
the motorway and avoid collisions, but also to parallel park or park in a garage
on it's own. If you sync it to your calendar, you can even have it rendezvous
with you and pick you up after a meeting or after you finish work.
But is this the future of the automotive industry? Weil, Tesla is certainly not
the only or the first company to develop seif driving cars. Google has been
building seif driving prototypes for some years now and Audi has developed a
concept version of.their RS7 with so-called "piloted driving", which completed
a lap around the Hockenheim racetrack at full speed in October and drove
nearly 900km from San Francisco to Las Vegas for the Consumer Electronics
Show in January.
And Audi was not the only car manufacturer at CES who wanted to show off
their self-driving technology. BMW's new electric inner-city runabout, the i3,
was chauffeurlng journalists around one of the exhibition centre's Carparks.
Without a chauffeur, that is. Mercedes on the other hand, had a completely
new concept: the futurlstic looking F015, a luxury car that allows the front
seats to be turned round to face the rear in what they call "Lounge Mode" and
has touchscreen displays on the inslde of the doors which can be used to do
everything from controling cruising speed to changing what music is playing.
And did I mention that it can come and pick you up through an app on your
smartphone?
Will we ever live in a wor)d where all vehicles drive by themselves? Honestly,
it's hard to say. Whilst there has beim a Jot of progress in recent years, there
are still those who are opposed to the jdea. Mercedes and Volvo are working
on seif driving lorries which would put many lorry drivers out of work.
Google's seif driving cars had completed more than 700 000 miles (1 126
1
000km) without receiving a single fine from the police, Google proudly

The new Mercedes F01S project looks /ike a mysterious vehicle from Mars.

announced last year. In theory this sounds good, but the truth is that in the US '
more than 250 million tickets are handed out each year, which generates a
total income of roughly 41 billion dollars, Electric and autonomous vehicles
would make roads much safer, but would result in the loss both of jobs and of
sources of income.
Most experts agree, that at some point in time, electric vehicles will
outnumber those with internal combustion engines and the majority of cars
won't require drivers, but whether that happens in ten years or a hundred
remains to be seen.
'

'
Henrik
Young
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How does it work?

Making A Stop Motion Movie

Stop motion animation, or stop frame animation is a method of animation
where you control the movement, as weil as the facial expressions of a three
dimensional puppet. In this article we'II briefly explain how it is done.
You take a picture of the pup pet in a certain position for the frame of video,
then, move it ever so slightly (change the facial expression and position if
needed fo r example), take another picture, so an and so forth. Then, when
playing the images at a regular speed, you get a video of the puppet moving.

What does it take to make it in the music industry? Talent? Money? Luck? Why is it
that many talented musicians are often unable to succeed and strive in the music
industry? Why is it that the winners of TV shows such as X Factor and The Voice
come and go, only tobe soon forgotten? How was it possible that garage bands such
as Nirvana and The Ramones became international music stars?
Many people try and attempt to be successful in the music industry and make music
for a living, however not many actually accomplish this goal. The chances of making
it in this industry are extremely low, yet so many people continue to try. Why is
that? ls it for the money or the fame? Or is it perhaps due to the sheer love for

As every other form of animation, there's writing, storyboarding, making of
the animatic, voice recording, and the actual animation involved. In stop
motion animation though, you have to create the models for the puppets, as
weil as props for the environment. This can be a very time consuming
project. lt is necessary to create a sculpture out of modelling material which
will then become the silicone mold. Quick setting resin is then poured in the
mold. After several hours, the resin has hardened and is ready to be
extracted. The casting is now ready to be painted.
In the puppet department, an endoskeleton is made for the puppet using
wires. Then, silicone is used for the outside of the puppet. Like in the prop
making department, once the Silicone is made, it is put in the mold and left
for several hours to solidify. After this process, you can set up your puppet's
body structure.

music?

One of the problems in people's attitudes is their need to get "signed". By this 1
mean getting their CD produced by a record labe!. What people da not realise is
that 95% of signed artists fail (of course this isn't a completely valid statistic as
there is too much data to consider and there are also problems with the relativity of
the ward "fail"). What da we consider to be failing in the music industry? Is it not
being able to make a profit from a record you've produced? Or is it perhaps not
being able to make a name for yourselfon the big stage?
There is another aspect that shadows record labe! signed musicians. As seen an the
internet page of The Root, the result of their investigation concerning the actual
income of musicians signed by Iabels is quite shocking. lt turns out that from 100%
income, 63% goes to the record labe!, 24 % goes to the distributors and the left ov~r
13% goes to the band. And it doesn't stop there. Not only does the band have to spht
the money between each member, but they also have to pay their lawyer, personal
manager, business manager and producer. Therefore for every 1000$ made, the
band actually only makes 23.40$. I couldn't believe how shockingly low their

income was.

Now back to one of my original points about how X Factor and similar shows are
not a real ticket to fame and success. If we Iook at the facts, we can see that the
winners sometimes 'lose' to the follow ups. Of course you have people like Leona
Lewis, James Arthur and Olly Murs who have made careers for themselves after the
show, but people like Shayne Ward, Chico Slimani and Leon Jackson were only one
hit wonders and soon forgotten. The point I am highlighting is that there are art1sts
such as One Direction (3rd place) and Susan Boyle (2nd place) who have made
better careers than those who became first place.

Tim Burton 's animation movies are regared as one of the best by many
critics.
The model makers produce multiple puppets for each individual character
as weil as multiple body parts. This is done in the event of a puppet breaking
or a body part not working properly. In some cases, puppets have gears
inside their bodies to make it easier to control their facial expressions.

Life of a musician is tough. This article was simply written in order to encourage the
consideration of this topic and demonstrate the struggles that come along "':'hen
trying to make it in the music industry. Be yourself, create your own sound. W1th a
bit ofluck, you'll get there.

lf you're interested in watching some stop motion animated movies, here
are ones considered the best: The Nightrnare Before Christmas (1993),
Coraline (2009), Mary and Max (2009), Fantastic Mr. Fox (2009), The
Corpse Bride (2005), Chicken Run (2000) and Jason and the Argonauts
(1963) .

Konstanty Wilczynski

Alexandre Adam

Upcoming Concerts
J ~ ·"\ · , "'
'c\

The best collection for you.
Ennlo Morrlcone

Marcus MUler

The most prolific composer In the
history of film music. Ennlo
Morricone will perform the best
works from bis career with a full
syrnphony orchestra and
polyphonic cholr. He has been
honoured wlth an Oscar In 2007
for bis masterpleces. lfyou love
movles, thls ls not tobe missedl

Marcus Miller ls one of the best
hass players and outstandlng multi·
lnstrumentalists the muslc scene
has ever witnessed. Besides thls be
1s also a producer and composer.
For us, the god of slapping and
popplng (sorry, basslst language
here) will stop over In Luxembourg
with bis extroadlna,y band!

24th March, 20:00, D'Coque

20th April, 20:00, Rockhai
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Concentratlon Camp

"We ate slugs to stay alive"
Maria Louise ten Broek survived a Japanese
concentration camp on the tropical Island of
Java, lndonesia. She talks to us about the
breakup of her family, lntense starvation and
huge cockroaches in prison cells.
"lt was a crazy time," she says. Maria Louise, now
94, takes a sip of her coffee while gently cracking a
big bowl of walnuts at the dinner table. "lndonesia
was a Dutch colony rieb in all kinds of materials,
including coffee, tea, coal and oil. The locals couldn't
really defend themselves, so the Dutch planted
themselves there with little resistance in order to
open up a new trade route with Europe."
When the Second World War broke out, her father
Alex was working in his own machine factory.
Japan, ltaly and Germany were part of the Tripartite
Pact, and very soon the Japanese had taken over all
of South East Asia. The Germans living in lndonesia
were immediately interned by the Dutch, and
Japanese shops were closed down. Many of these
shops were there to cover up espionage. The
owners of the shops were in fact Japanese army
officials. Every Sunday, they'd carry out
"excursions" to strategic points around the country.
Then, the family would pose for a picture, but in fact
the environment and land behind them was what
interested the photographer. In no time a detailed
map of lndonesia had been drawn by the army
cartographers.
"My father," Maria Louise continues "was appointed
as a destroyer. Petrol pumps bad to be blown up to
prevent the Japanese jeeps and trucks from rolling
in and using up all our local resources. Meanwhile, 1
had long finished boarding school and really
wanted to go to the Netherlands to train as a doctor.
My father was convinced I was young enough and
could wait a year. That year the war broke out
Thinking back, l'm glad I stayed. God knows what
would have happened to mein Holland with Hitler."
"lt was difficult to hide oneself. Our skin colour gave
us away as Europeans. Eventually we were forced
to wear white arm badges with a big red circle in
the middle, the Japanese flag. Mel\ that were
believed to pose a threat to the army (basically all)
were interned immediately. They bashed in the
door and pulled my father, who was still in pyjamas,
out of bed. Warnen and children were still allowed
to move freely in town under town arrest, but this
didn't last lang."

Putting the past aside is not easy, but Maria Louise ten Broek has no problems ta/king about her
experiences.
nightmares. You had nightmares when waking
up and knowing there was no food."
"At the age of 23 1 was the youngest in the block
for elderly women. Boys over the age of 10 and
men were separated. We had no idea where they
were, Let alone if they were still alive. My job as
"professional" cockroach killer forced me to go
around and crunch as many of those insects as
possible. The place was infested with them. 1 soon
changed to the infirmary as an assistant nurse. The
sight of swollen bodies and open wounds was not

"We went from camp to camp. Before you knew it,
you were on your way to the next The trains we
were locked in for three days and three nights were
boiling hat The only toilet we bad was overflowing
with faeces. The tropical climate with extreme
temperatures didn't make things better. Windows
were closed off. We weren't allowed to see where
we were going." After being loaded an a truck and
driven through rugged terrain, the family arrived at
the front gate of camp Banjoebiroe X. "Prison" was Seperated fami/ies were squished together.
written an a big post. This was the place where real
criminals used to count their days. Warnen started uncommon. Often mothers were losing multiple
crying upon the sight of the ward, but quickly shut children within a week. One lost he_r mind and
their mouths before the soldiers gave them a big screamed Hallelujah for days. Medicine was
smack in the face or kick in the stomach.
unavailable, and emergency tracheotomies without
proper equipment (cutting into the trachea) were
made in hope to save lives. Many were affected by
strong dysentery. As I was treating people, the
You had nightmares when
disinfectant consisted of a bowl of water with a few
drops of carbolic acid or Lysol - of course 1
waking up an lmowing there
eventually infected myself. The pain in my
was no food . . Maria Louise ten Broek
intestines was unbearable. I remember one woman
pooping out her own intestines."

''

''

"My mother managed to pull herself and me into
our own private cell. lt was meant for one, so it left
me sleeping an the stone floor. Another option were
the horse stables, but those were extremely dirty.
There were · scribbles an the wall reading "God
protect the warnen and children that come after us"
Lena, my mother, was freaking out with
claustrophobia. And of course, making matters
worse, bedwants, cockroaches, malaria mosquitoes
and ants were swarming the place. Food was
scarce." Upon my asking if she ever had any
nightmares, she said "no, 1 never had any

"We started gathering more food ourselves instead
of waiting for the occasional meal. Slugs were
crawling around in the patches of grass, and as that
was the only high source of protein, we didn't have
many other options. We cooked them in small, dirty
tins with water. One day, a dog made its way into
the camp. He sniffed here and there and suddenly
attacked a Japanese officer. I saw how he reacted
unemotionally, took bis bayonet and pierced the
dog dead in front of the eyes of children. That
afternoon we were treated with a special delicacy: a
spoonful of dog.

Rumours were going around that local lndonesians
living in the surrounding villages helped us smuggle
food into the camps in trade for our valuables. I still
bad a beautiful ink pen, so it was worth a try. lt bad
to be done with extreme caution between the two

''

We were treated with a special
delicacy: a spoonful of dog.

''

patroling guards. We would quickly grab the rice
packed in banana leaves and make a run for it
Being caught was' not an option - torture was the
consequence. The next day the camp commander
dragged in an lndonesian man that bad been caught
trading at the fence. His face was battered and
covered in blood and bis jaw was literally hanging
out. He was forced to pick the person from the
crowds he bad been trading with. As I was in the
front row and wearing bright colours, 1 was afraid
to be pointed out even though I bad not been bis
trade partner. His eyes crossed mine and he was
pulled along to the next group. lt was a huge relief.
The woman he picked was tortured for hours. 1 can
still hear her screams."

"The months dragged an. One day, Dutch fighter
planes rattled over our camp. Orange pamphlets
were thrown out and drifted into our camp. "Keep
your hopes up. We're coming" was written an them.
The excitement and joy was huge! However, in the
upcoming weeks, our hopes sunk immensely. lt
took multiple months before the treaty was signed.
We only heard later that atomic bombs were
dropped an Hiroshima and Nagasaki, killing
thousands. I bad problems with this thought for
years. We were free because· others died for us."
Eventually lists of casualties were hung up in the
camps by the Red Cross, and to her great relief,
"'.laria Louise found that her family was not an the
hst. They were all alive. Soon, they all reunited.
The war was over. The freedom was unreal. Today,
Maria Louise is somewhat stiff and rigid, but
healthy_at an impressive age. She says she first tried
protecting the delicate feelings she bad. The
experiences and thoughts were cruel. lt has turned
her. into a. different person when she put those
feelmgs as1de, now being able to see wounded
people w1thout ~roblems. She loves movies, and to
my great astomshment, one genre in particular
keeps her hooked: "action and violence. Da you
want to watch Apocalypse Now?"
/
(;
Josh Oudendljk
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Med ia Focus

No Need to Look
While the media focused an the killing of a dozen
journalists part of the satirical magazine Charlie
Hebdo in Paris, terrorist organisations around the
world continued to spread blood.

l JE SUIS Cl-l~Rl\l

' ,.

Since 2009, Boko Haram has murdered over 15,000
people. Their actions have lang been noticed by
politicians, yet they have failed to intervene and
provide the aid people of Nigeria have asked for.
The country's president, Goodluck Jonathan,
promised he is doing the best he can, but with the
limited amount of resources Nigeria has this is a
difficult task to complete. The inflation remains
high and the economy is not running as smoothly as
hoped for. Civilians are just as scared of the national
police force as they are of Boko Haram. Bribery will
get you away with anything, and assistance is not
always guaranteed.
Boko Haram, a group of radical terrorists believing
western education is wrang, have blown up schools,
police stations and public buildings. According to
the German magazine FOCUS, Boko Haram now also
drops containers filled with scorpions over small
rural villages. The plan is that the containers break
open and thousands of creepy•crawly•things sting,
kill and scare villagers away. Latest rumours say the
organisation also recruits child suicide bombers.
lt is depressing to see it takes so many Jives before
it finally sparks a change. Chad and Cameroon have
both deployed troops to fight the extremists. lt is
then again arguable whether providing assistance
will turn this whole chaos into a peaceful ending,
but sitting here and knowing that little is being
done is extremely frustrating · frankly also quite
selfish and inhumane.
Only once the barbaric act in Paris had calmed
down, news agencies started focusing an the
bombings and killings in Africa. Interesting to note
was the editors' choice of where to place different
news items during that period of grief. Paris made
the papers' front page worldwide. 200 people
wiped away in Nigeria only a tiny column an the
back. #jesuischarlie was mentioned over 6.3 million
times an social networks in the first days,
#IAmBaga only a sluggish nine thousand.
Charlie Hebdo rightly deserves attention, as it is
also related to freedom of the press, but drifting
away from the horrific situation in the southern
hemisphere is incomprehensible. Violent deaths in
other places must be no less ignored than those in
Paris. According to press reports, over 148 were

n'oublions pas \es victirnes
de Boko Hararn

gunned down in Pakistan in December, 32 blown up
by suicide bombers in both Yemen and Madaen and
many more killed in Western Africa. On February
11th, 300 immigrants drowned in the
Mediterranean after their rubber boats sank. I
heard about it an the morning news, but after that
never again. Can this be compared to 16 in Paris?
The shift of attention has given Boko Haram an
opportunity to murder innocent civilians without
international press agencies constantly being stuck
to their butts. Many believe the terrorist attack in
Paris deserved too much attention. As CNN
journalist Sally Kahn said: "the western media loves
apocalypse events. The act in Nigeria falls outside
the "us versus them" category." Bilikisu Balogun, a
Nigerian student at the University of Toronto
quoted "I feel as though in third world countries,
the Jives that are shed aren't as equally important"
I was glad to see that a minute of silence in my
dassroom was followed by a debate and a sharing
of points of view. Teachers should talk about it with
their students. But where was the minute of silence
for the massacre in Nigeria? Oh, I guess that's Africa,
"it happens all the time."

that Muslims have no right to kill innocents, just
like every other religion. Just because a group of
radical Islamists resort to violence does not mean
the entire religion can be considered extreme. In
2011, Breivik shot 77 people in Norway, many of
them children. Does his act make Christianity a
dangerous religion? Every religion simply has their
extremists.
We paid more attention to the attack in France
because it took place in a modern, European capital
within a developed country with a structured
political and defensive system. Had the same thing
happened to a satirical magazine in Togo, that
column an the back was all the press would have
given it This makes us debate news values.
"Prioritising news" doesn't sound exactly right, but
it must be dear that in joumalism we should have
the ability to take our eyes off the ball sometimes
and focus an other things happening around us. The
deed successfully disrupted ordinary city life and
dominated news channels 24/7, which should not
have happened.

Josh Oudendijk

So what is the connection with the religion Islam?
According to the Quran, Prophet Muhammad states

Our Future

How Can We Build it Without Help?
Recently I have been thinking about the choices we
make in life and if we could regret some of them m
the lang term. I have also been daydreaming about
my future and it made me think about the decision
of choosing a career or a future job, Many of us
have been told that we should start deciding what
we're going to da in the future. Adults have told us
that, at this time, we should make up our minds
and choose our future profession. As a student, I
don't know how to da it and nobody seems to be
able to help me.

forward to this type of education. That's why our
system should offer an alternative for those who
do not want to study a university degree and wish
to have another professional formation.
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There are a million questions many of us ask
ourselves about this subject We certainly know
that many of them can't be answered, but it will be
a good idea if the school dedicated more time to
set a proper "orientation dass", for example,
. CH0ICE , CH0ICE:::if CHOICE " which would at least try to help us figure out what
3
;~li<J.ICI • '
·'.', ;CH0ICE
··~ we want to da in the future. Also, schools were
mainly established to instruct and guide
CHOICE
Ta begin with, in 5th year the school decides that
CIIOCE CHOICE.
youngsters in order to form them academically
we must attend an "orientation dass". Many,
and
as a result work more efficiently. That's why it
induding myself, had the impression that this
is the school's obligation to lead us through the
would help us figure out our goals and
professional future. In my case, it disappointed me reasonably weil in the future, but the main first steps of our professional career. In other
and proved me wrang. This dass didn't help me at problem is: which profession suits us the best? words, our society needs us to work and therefore
all as we were only told about the combination of This is another point I wanted to highlight, how da schools should try to help us in this subject
subjects we could choose and how the system we know what a successful career is? How da we
Ta end with, our education system needs to take
worked. In condusion, school didn't help me to know if it'II please us? .
this subject into consideration. We, as students,
make up my mind. Also, during· the past years
not accept the lack of information we'
we've had talks about drugs, internet security and Another important fact that we need to take into should
constderation when talking about our professional receive towards our future profession choices.
many other subjects, but not career orientation.
How
can
we decide whtch job we will da the rest of
future is that our school, like many others,
On the other hand, our parents don't always know assumes that all of us want to continue studying our Jives if we don't.know our possibilities? How
how to help us with this subject Of course it is after finishing our baccalaureate. In other words, can we da it without any help?
obvious they want us to study a career or a going to untversity seems · to be unquestionable.
formation from which we'II be able to live The problem ts that many students da not ,look Conchita Carrascosa
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Let's Talk About Sex
Open letter recelved by The Pupils' Voice in February
that, we ensure that more than 100 puplls get the
same good start in thelr sexual relations as the rest
of the students.
'

Note from the Editor: The views and opinions
expressed In this article are those of the author and
do not netessarily refiect those of The Pupils' Volce or
the European School. Some may find lts topic
inappropriate, but it addresses strong points that
require further discusslon.

Sex is something you could look up in a dictionary
,but r~wains to have an ·entirely uhiqu,e meaning
fq~ each pe,rsbn. Some might' have, it every day;
some might haye it rarely. Some may think about
sex constantly; some may never have given it a
tnought People can be hetero- , homo- or bisexual.
Sex has evolved from originally being a ,w ay for
huinans to reproduce to a way to connect with
i sb,meone you may or may not love. We can see that
, ·sex is a dominant factor in life, so why do we learn
so little about it in school?

On the Internet these days, porn is just a dick
away. This is problematic. Studies show that
people, mostly males, have watched porn at least
once in their life. Some even claim that porn was
Upon checking the school syllabus for fifth year their whole sexual education. Firstly, porn does
Secondary we find the biology dass indudes some not portray ordinary sex between two individuals
sexual education. lt indudes the teaching of; that respect each other. lt sometimes portrays a
"reproductive . organs of humans, summary of stereotypical man's sexual fantasy, often a violent
physical chailges at puberty i!I males and females, one, degrading to wom,en and far away from safe
contraceptitm, sexually transmittable diseases and sex. An exposure to porn at an early age can
AIDS." This !ist can be found on the school website. therefore, according to several studies, create a
Whilst this is very useful in biological aspects, it sexist and an unhealthy image of sex which later
fails to mention the emotional part of sex. The g~ts applied to real life.
changes teenagers go through in puberty are not
only physical but also strongly emotional. We Porn is not likely to disappear. What we can do is
discover our sexuality and with it come a Jot of teach the dangers and thoughts of porn in school
question and insecurities. These questions do not and make students aware about what they are
only indude "how do I avoid pregnaricy or AIDS?", actually watching. We have to be able to explain
but also .'lwhen is the right age to have sex?", "how that what porn portrays is not a normal, healthy
often is considered normal?", "can boys have sex relationship, but ~.medium that uses sex to seil.
1 more often than girls?" or "does it hurt?". These are
only a few examples ofthe endless !ist of questions Another danger is only teaching heterosexual sex.
1
teenagers come up 'with during puberty. The If around 10% of the world's population have
challenge is not only not having those questions another sexual orientation than the stereotypical
, answered but also where we try to find those one then at least two people in a dass might as
, answers. As most of us teenagers may feel insecure weil. If the. 'answers they're hearing do not
talking about it with an elder, we go to the most correspond Y(ith., their sexuaHty a physic.al, or
reliable source we can think of: the Internet
emotional corifusion
..,.,,. ',, might occur. By preventing
,r

Preventlng "awkward" conversations about sex in
school will not protect us. We are constantly
exposed to sex wherever we are. Advertisements
on our computers, beside main roads, !arge
billboards or on television are trying to seil sex to
us. If we don't get our questions answered fro/11
our educational platform, we receive the answers
from ]arge industries whose only interest is to $eil
their product. The information we are getting
might not be correct or healthy and I think we cali,
all agree that it's not the type of education we want ·
to have.

!s

My suggestion is that in year five each _cl~ss paid '
a visit by a professional sex expert. This md1vidual
can answer all our questions and teach us the
essential facts. That person should be educated and
prepared for all sorts of questions which we
teenagers feel are essential to get answered. Thi~
could prevent confusion, insecurities, shan:ie and
even depression in many cases. lnstead 1t may
create happier individuals who are prepared ,
before starting sexual relations.

j

Talking about sex won't make it lose its intimacy,
since it will be taught to us in an educative manner.
Even though some might feel that it's up to each
person to find their own answers or maybe even
that it is the parents respcinsibility, 1 am sure that
all students would rather have their questions
answered by a professional than by talking to their
parents or finding them out by themselves.
There are no stupid questions, only stupid answers
and the school can make sure that their students
only get the right ones.

Dora Tolstoy
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Oil Crisis

Black and Blue Gold
You might have noticed, if you've recently passed through a petrol station or
have been following the news, that oil prices have plummeted in the past six
months. This could sound like a good thing, since we've been through a
recession in recent years and should be happy to have. cheaper fuel. But are
there really only benefits for EU countries like Luxembourg and others in the
western world and no drawbacks? And what about other countries? How are
they affected by this sharp turn in fortunes?
So to start with, let's look at countries that currently benefit from the lower oil
prices. There are of course countries that are heavily dependent on importing
oil: Luxembourg, China and Japan to name but a few. The benefits that
immediately spring to mind are that they don't have to consecrate as much
money towards importing hydrocarbons, but they can put their money into
other services instead, such as healthcare or education. Or even into developing
their own programmes for extracting natural resources, such as what is
happening with a new technique called fracking (which involves pumping water
through underground channels so that shale oil and gas can then be obtained).
But this is a very controversial technique as it could potentially cause problems
with the water supply.
Nevertheless, it isn't always beneficial for these countries. Take Japan for
example. They are trying to combat a long period of deflation, so this reduction
in prices isn't that great for them. High prices, on the other hand, help to combat
dellation as the oil won't be losing value: a key component of deflatjon.
Furthermore, the benefits of having lower oil prices don't work in all cases.
Airlines won't want to reduce the price of plane tickets by much, as they'll want
to make as much of a profit as possible while oil prices are low. Consumers
therefore have next to no advantage in some cases.
And how about the countries that export the oil? Countries such as Saudi Arabia
and Iran are part of a group called OPEC (Organisation for -the Petroleum
Exporting Countries), whose 12 members own around 80% of oil reserves and
have a big say in controlling how much oil is produced and set the price for a
barre! of oil. Surely then, if all of those countries were to collectively reduce the
amount of oil produced, the price of oil would go back up again, and they could
then gradually increase the production again. However, that's not what they've
decided, as it could cause them to lose their share in the oil market. This could
then give the chance for other countries to take part of these lost shares, such as
the United States, or even the United Kingdom. lnstead, the exporting countries
are taking different measures. For Saudi Arabia, the world's largest oil exporter,

-l
the current crisis isn't an immediate threat as they have currency reserves of
around $700 bj]]ion, which is enough for now. And Russia, wl;i.ose fragile
economy relies far more heavily on oil exports, has reacted to the crisis by
increasing interest rates to 17%, far higher than we have here in Western
Europe. This might cause their economy to shrink this coming year, but like the
other countries in OPEC, they don't want to lose their market share, so it seems
tobe a risk worth taking for them,
But let's turn the spotlight for a second. Although we're in an oil crisis at the
moment, this one is completely different to others, such as the 1973 oil crisis,
since prices are going down instead of sharply increasing. lt's not having so
much of an effect on us for now, so shouldn't we be turning towards other
issues, such as water? Western countries consume a lot of it (the EU average is
105 litres per day per person), yet only 3% of the world's water is freshwater.
And we_ use this 3% for so many different things, induding washing up at home,
mdustnal processes and farming. lt is somewhat Ironie therefore that the ,
arguably most accessible resource is becoming one of the more limited ones due
to our excessive consumption. We need to have some sort of rethlnk about how
we use_ water: just like how we are trying to ·reduce oil consumption by
promoting renewable energy. Otherwise, who knows how catastrophic thlngs
could turn out in 50 or so years' time? Anthony Upton
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Cha rlie Hebdo

Freedom of Speech, Not Freedom to Rant
Freedom comes with responsibility. You can't have
one without the other. When you receive the liberty
to speak up and say what is on your mind you also
receive the consequences that come with that, and
must be prepared to deal with them. The problem is
that most of us aren't ready to take responsibility
for our words, just eager to get them out there.
Freedom of speech is such a big accomplishment
but many people today tend ~o forg~t why we
fought for it in the past. People d1d not die as to_ g1ve
you an opportunity to complam to your fnend.
People died so that your opinion would change
something, they died so that no one wou_ld be able
to hurt you or put you down for an opm1on that 1s
your own. Freedom of speech was fought for so that
we would be able to express what is on our minds
and criticise certain things. On the other hand, some
things are better off left in a person:s _mind because
expressing it would abuse the pnVIlege that we
have to speak freely. In a society like the one we live
in it will always be your right to have an opinion
a~d even the right to express it. This is where the
responsibility comes in; you have to be able to
decide when what you are saying is representing
the concept of freedom of speech and when it is
simply contradicting it.
Our generation didn't light for our right to have an
opinion, we inherited it. Perhaps this is why people
don't always consider what they use it for. We take
writing a Facebook post for granted, we take the
articles that we read in newspapers for granted but
maybe lighting for your right to express yourself
isn't that bad, because if you have to light for
something you will most likely appreciate it more.
Freedom is also something that you can't feel if you
haven't experienced restrictions and you don't miss
it before it is gone. So maybe the people who fought

Eurocrossword

Don 't always say it

Image by Elisa Ynaraja

for the right got more out of it than we do, because
we don't know what it's like without it.
Everyone has something to say. Everyone has an
opinion even though they might not always try to
express it. We all have thoughts about controversial
subjects and opinions about actions or something
that we stand for. lf you want to change something
or criticise someone you should have the right to,
don't you think? Everyone should have the right to

Keeping it Euro themed

use their words and we can't limit that advantage to
a special group of people. lf the educated should
have a voice, the illiterate should have one as weil.
lf the Christians should have a voice, so should the
Muslims. The opportunity to express yourself
should always be there but just because you have
something to say, doesn't mean you should say it.

Elearior Boland and Johanna Lindberg
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Dear The Pupils' Voice Team,
~aon1~~~~ing edition once more.

,;

f·

10

country's society.

Anna Katherina, Luxembourg

- - -- - - - -- - - - -

i·Dear The Pupils' Voice,

r, 1found your interview special very

Down

special indeed. Learning about various
people working at school is quite cool
r to read about, even as a parent not
affiliated directly with them. All the
[ b
__est for your future editions. Keep up
~.thegood work!

1 Colour of the 200 euro note

:· Marlanmi, Remich

Chris, Strassen
Dear Newspaper Team,
1loved your first edition of the year
again. Thanks for the crossword in the
entertainment section - it was way too
easy!

Louise, Bergern
Dear Editorial Board,

1

. Dear Editors,

In the "Reader Mail" section ofthe
edition I spotted a letter by a Walter
Plinge, complimenting the European
Parliament quiz. The name made me
laugh! Walter Plinge is a pseudonym
used in theatres for actors who don't
want their real names tobe mentioned.
In this case, 1will sign this letter to you
with that as weil!

< J agree

Walter Plinge, Grevenmacher

2 In 1989, a famous wall was destroyed in this European city

3 The smallest country in the European Union
5 Richest European man, with more than SO billion euro, founder of Zara
7 Famous French museum exhibiting the Mona Lisa
10 Capital city of Finland
11 Typical Spanish rice dish with chicken or seafood and vegetables
13 Country with the most World Heritage Sites
Across

Latest country to have joined the European Union, as of 2015
H1ghest mountain in the EU, between France and ltaly
European country with the most Nobel Prize winners (123)
Current president of the European Council
12 _Latest European country to have adopted the euro as the
off1c1al currency, as of 2015

4
6
8
9

with the fact that integration is
always a little more challenging for us
foreigners, especially our children.
However it really depends on the
personality of the person, what they do
-in order to integrate and how much
, they want to achieve it. l'd say it is
: !lelinitely possible, you just have to try
, your best. 1, for example, have a
: Lul(embourgish cooking club. That is
·--l1Pv,' l .try'to integrate with the
_,_r_:t..,.~__,..-,...,__........,._,,,_,'-"---'-•

Thanksforal/you mail. /fyou wou/d like
tobe Jeatured in the next edition, write
to us:

newspaper.euroschool@gmail.com
Please include name and location.
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